Abstract-High-resolution (HR) methods are known to provide accurate frequency estimates for discrete spectra. The polynomial amplitude complex exponentials (PACE) model, also called quasipolynomial model in the literature, was presented as the most general model tractable by HR methods. A subspace-based estimation scheme was recently proposed, derived from the classical ESPRIT algorithm. In this paper, we focus on the performance of this estimator. We first present some asymptotic expansions of the estimated parameters, obtained at the first order under the assumption of a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Then the performance of the generalized ESPRIT algorithm for estimating the parameters of this model is analyzed in terms of bias and variance, and compared to the Cramér-Rao bounds (CRB). This performance is studied in an asymptotic context, and it is proved that the efficiency of undamped single poles estimators is close to the optimality. Moreover, our results show that the best performance is obtained for a proper dimensioning of the data. To illustrate the practical capabilities of the generalized ESPRIT algorithm, we finally propose an application to ARMA filter synthesis, in the context of system conversion from continuous time to discrete time.
I. INTRODUCTION

H
IGH RESOLUTION (HR) methods, such as the well-known ESPRIT algorithm [1] , are very classical techniques for estimating mixtures of complex exponentials in white noise. However, the underlying exponential sinusoidal model (ESM), although the most studied in the literature, is not the most general model tractable by HR methods. Indeed the ESM only accounts for systems with single poles, whereas one can find examples of systems involving multiple poles, which generate mixtures of complex exponentials modulated by polynomials, as shown in [2] . For instance, critically damped harmonic oscillators involve a double pole [3] . Laguerre functions are a special case of signals with multiple poles (the exponentials are modulated by Laguerre polynomials), often used in the estimation of time delays [4] , [5] , and in biomedical engineering, for modeling fluorescence decay [6] . Signals with multiple poles also appear in quantum physics, as solutions of the Schrödinger equation for hydrogen-like atoms [7] , in Manuscript received October 5, 2006 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Philippe Loubaton.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSP. 2007 . 906744 laser physics, as transverse laser modes [8] , and in finance, for modeling the evolution of interest rates [9] . In order to estimate the parameters of this more general polynomial amplitude complex exponentials (PACE) model, also referred to as the quasi-polynomial model [10] in the literature, we proposed in [2] a generalization of the ESPRIT algorithm for estimating multiple poles. The polynomial amplitude parameters can then be recovered by means of a least squares (LS) method. The performance of an estimator is generally described in terms of bias and variance, the latter being generally compared to the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), in terms of statistical efficiency [11] . An analysis of the CRB for the frequencies and damping factors of complex quasi-polynomials in white noise was proposed in [10] . In [12] , we derive analytic expressions of the CRB for the frequencies, damping factors, amplitudes, and phases of quasi-polynomials in colored noise, and these expressions are simplified in an asymptotic context. In particular, it is shown that the CRB for the parameters associated to a multiple pole present an exponential increase with the order of the pole, which suggests that the practical estimation of the PACE model is only possible if the exponentials are modulated by polynomials of low order.
Unfortunately, in the case of HR methods, the bias and variance cannot be calculated analytically, because the extraction of polynomial roots, or matrix eigenvalues, induces a complex relationship between the statistics of the signal and those of the estimators. In the case of the ESM, however, asymptotic results were obtained with the perturbation theory. These results rely either on the hypothesis of a high window length ( , in the case where all the poles are on the unit circle), or on the hypothesis of a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) . For instance, it was established in [13] and [14] that the Prony [15] and Pisarenko [16] methods are very inefficient: their variances are much greater than the CRB. Conversely, the minimum norm method [17] , MUSIC [18] , ESPRIT [1] , and Matrix Pencil [19] have an asymptotic efficiency close to 1, as shown in [20] - [24] . More precisely, it was proved in [22] and [23] in the case of undamped sinusoids that MUSIC and ESPRIT perform similarly, with a slight advantage for ESPRIT. This was confirmed in [24] in the more general case of the ESM: ESPRIT and Matrix Pencil are less sensitive to noise than MUSIC.
In the case of the PACE model, it was shown in [2] that the presence of noise scatters the multiple poles into several single poles, forming the vertices of a regular polygon as a first-order approximation. However, the original multiple pole can be recovered by computing the arithmetic mean of the scattered poles. In this paper, we analyze the performance of this approach in presence of colored noise and under the high SNR hypothesis, in terms of first-order perturbations. These developments are utilized to show that the estimators proposed in [2] for the PACE model are unbiased, and their variances are calculated and compared to the CRB. Additionally, by considering a high observation length and a white noise, it is shown that the efficiency of the estimators is close to 1. In particular, we generalize a result presented in [19] , which provides the ideal dimensioning of the data matrix in order to improve the efficiency of single poles estimators. However, our simulation results confirm that the practical estimation of the parameters is only possible for poles of low order. To illustrate the capabilities of our estimation method, we finally propose an application to ARMA filter synthesis, in the context of system conversion from continuous time to discrete time.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the PACE model and the estimation method introduced in [2] . Then the influence of an additive perturbation onto the estimated frequencies, damping factors, amplitudes and phases is studied in Section III. Section IV analyzes the performance of the estimators: their first-order bias and variances are calculated in Section IV-A, then their asymptotic expansions are derived in Section IV-B (in the case of undamped single poles). These developments are illustrated in Section V-A, where the variances of the estimators are compared to the CRB, and the generalized ESPRIT algorithm is applied to ARMA filter synthesis in Section V-B. The main conclusions of this paper are summarized in Section VI. Finally, the mathematical developments for the perturbation analysis are provided in the Appendix.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
In Sections II-A and II-B, we summarize the basics of the PACE model, also called quasi-polynomial model, and the generalized ESPRIT algorithm, which were presented in [2] . (5) where is the block-diagonal matrix (6) whose block is the Jordan block whose diagonal coefficients are equal to .
A. Polynomial Amplitude Complex Exponentials
The interesting fact in theorem 2 is that (5) involves a Jordan matrix 4 , which characterizes the poles and their multiplicity . As shown below, the generalized ESPRIT algorithm consists in computing as a byproduct of the Jordan canonical decomposition of a so-called spectral matrix.
2) The Generalized ESPRIT Method: In practice, the Pascal-Vandermonde matrix is unknown. Nevertheless, it was shown in [2] that in presence of white noise an orthonormal matrix spanning the signal subspace can be estimated by computing the left dominant -dimensional singular subspace of the noisy data matrix, or by using subspace tracking methods [29] - [31] . Since and span the same subspace, there is an invertible matrix such that
Substituting (7) into (5) • estimating a basis of the signal subspace, via singular value decomposition for instance, 5 • computing the spectral matrix 6 .
• computing the eigenvalues of from which the estimated poles and their multiplicities can be extracted. Note that in a noisy context, the estimated spectral matrix does not have multiple eigenvalues in practice, and the generalized ESPRIT algorithm cannot be applied as it is. This problem will be discussed in Section A.3) of the Appendix.
3) Estimation of the Complex Amplitudes: The complex amplitudes are estimated by means of the LS method. Let be the Pascal-Vandermonde matrix defined from the estimated poles, and the -dimensional vector containing the successive samples of the observed signal. Then the LS-estimate of the vector (with ) containing the complex amplitudes is (9) III. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS The objective here is to measure the performance of the estimators presented above in terms of bias and dispersion. Unfortunately, it is not possible to establish analytic formulae in the general case, because of the eigen or singular value decompositions. However, asymptotic results could be obtained by using the perturbation theory in the case of the sinusoidal model [23] and in the case of the ESM model [24] , under the hypothesis of a high SNR. We propose to apply the perturbation theory in the more general framework of the PACE model, in order to finally derive the first and second moments of the estimators. First, we analyze the perturbation induced onto the frequencies and damping factors, from which we derive the perturbation induced onto the amplitudes and phases. The detailed mathematical developments can be found in the Appendix.
Suppose that the PACE signal is corrupted by a perturbation (where ), so that the observed signal is . In other terms, the Hankel data matrix is corrupted by an additive perturbation , where is the Hankel matrix containing the samples of , so that the observed matrix is (10) Then suppose that the generalized ESPRIT algorithm is applied to the perturbed matrix instead of the exact matrix . In Section A in the Appendix, it is shown that the perturbed subspace weighting matrix (Section A.1), spectral matrix (Section A.2), poles , frequencies and damping factors (Section A.3) are functions of in the neighborhood of , leading to the first-order expansions in proposition 3. Let 7 and . Then the functions and are and admit the first-order expansions:
Proposition 3 (Perturbation of the Frequencies and Damping Factors):
The first-order perturbations and are of the form (12) where the vectors and (whose coefficients, defined in (45) in the Appendix, depend on the model parameters) have dimension . Knowing the influence of a perturbation of the data onto the estimated poles, it is then possible to analyze the perturbation induced onto the amplitudes and phases, obtained from these poles by the least squares method. More precisely, it is shown in Section B.2 in the Appendix that the complex amplitudes , real amplitudes and phases are functions of in the neighborhood of , leading to the first-order expansions in proposition 4.
Proposition 4 (Perturbation of the Amplitudes and Phases): Let and . If
, then the functions and are in the neighborhood of , and admit the first-order expansion (13) The first-order perturbations and are of the form (14) where the vectors (whose coefficients, defined in Section B in the Appendix, depend on the model parameters) have dimension .
IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE ESTIMATORS
Here we aim at exploiting the results of the perturbation analysis in Section III to derive the first and second moments of the generalized ESPRIT estimators [2] in the case of a high SNR. The most remarkable property shown below is that the asymptotic efficiency of the estimators of all parameters associated to single undamped poles is minimum if and only if the number of rows and the number of columns of the data matrix satisfy either or . In practice, this result allows to properly dimension the data matrix when the length of the observation window is fixed. From now on, we suppose that is a circular complex stationary process of variance 1. Then the stationary process 7 It is supposed here that all frequencies lie between 01/2 and 1/2.
can be viewed as a complex noise of variance . Using vector notations, we can write , where the vectors , and contain the successive samples of the corresponding signals in the observation window . The covariance matrix of the circular complex random vector is an Toeplitz matrix, whose diagonal coefficients are equal to 1. In the particular case of white noise, is equal to the identity.
Section IV-A presents the first-order performance analysis, which is then simplified in Section IV-B in an asymptotic context. The proofs of the results presented in this Section can be found in the Appendix.
A. First-Order Performance
The following proposition gives the variances of the estimated poles , damping (or amplifying) factors and frequencies , obtained by applying the generalized ESPRIT algorithm [2] to the perturbed signal . Proposition 5: The estimator of the pole is unbiased at the first order, and its variance is of the form (15) where the vector is defined in (45). In the same way, the estimators and of the damping factor and of the frequency are unbiased at the first order. Moreover, their respective variances are of the form
The variances of and are derived from their first-order expansions, presented in Proposition 3 in Section III. A remarkable similitude can be noticed between their expressions and the CRB, whose formulas were derived in (10) and (11) in [12] . 8 However, (16) and (17) are not self-explanatory, because they involve many auxiliary variables, via the vectors . It will be shown in Section IV-B that under some additional hypotheses, they can be simplified.
These variances satisfy the following properties 9 :
• if the noise is white ( ), the variances of and depend on the frequencies only by their differences 10 ;
• if is a single pole, the variances of and do not depend on any phase, and they are inversely proportional to , but they do not depend on any other amplitude. 11 Proposition 6 below gives the variances of the estimated complex amplitudes , real amplitudes and phases , obtained by means of the least squares (LS) method [2] .
Proposition 6:
The estimator of the vector of complex amplitudes is unbiased at first order, and its covariance matrix is of the form (18) where the matrix is defined in (53). In the same way, the estimators and of the real-valued amplitude and the phase are unbiased at first order. Moreover, their respective variances are of the form (19) (20) where the vectors , introduced in proposition 4, are the columns of the matrix .
As for proposition 5, the variances of , and are obtained from their first-order expansions, presented in Proposition 4 in Section III.
B. Asymptotic Performance
Let us suppose that the noise is white and that all poles are on the unit circle ( , ). We present below some asymptotic expansions of the estimator variances with respect to , and .
Corollary 7:
If is a single pole, the variances of the estimators and admit the expansions
Both of them are minimal for or for (if equals 2 modulo 3), and these minima admit the asymptotic expansions
The proof of corollary 7 relies on the first-order expansion of the vector involved in (16) and (17), which admits a simple closed form. Attention must be paid to the fact that expressions (21) and (22) are only valid for a single pole. If is a multiple pole, these variances cannot be formulated in such a simple way and are function of the complex amplitudes associated to for all indices (the optimal values of and are also function of these amplitudes in this case). These variances can be compared to the asymptotic CRB derived in (14) and (16) in [12] . 12 Under the above hypotheses, the asymptotic efficiency of the estimators of all damping factors and all frequencies associated to the single poles is the same one, independent from the model parameters, and equal to if or .
In this way, the results obtained in [19] about the Matrix Pencil method (in the particular case of a single complex sinusoid) are recovered. Fig. 1(a) represents the ratio between the CRB and the variance of the estimators in a logarithmic scale, as a function of the ratio . Thus, it can be verified that the maximum is reached at and as expected. Besides, the performance collapses when becomes too high or too small.
The following corollary is the analogue of corollary 7 for the real-valued amplitudes and phases.
Corollary 8: If is a single pole, the variances of the estimators and admit the expansions
The proof of corollary 8 relies on the first-order expansions of the vectors involved in (19) and (20), which admit a simple closed form. Again, attention must be paid to the fact that expressions (23) and (24) are only valid for a single pole. These variances can be compared to the asymptotic CRB derived in (17) and (18) in [12] . 13 Under the above hypotheses, the asymptotic efficiency of the estimators of all the real-valued amplitudes and phases associated to single poles is the same one, independent from the model parameters, and equal to if or .
This efficiency is even better than that of the estimators and . It can also be noticed that the optimum is obtained for the same values of and as in the previous case. Fig. 1(b) represents the ratio between the CRB and the variance of the estimators in a logarithmic scale, as a function of the ratio . Again, the maximum is reached at and , and the performance collapses when becomes too high or too small. The similitude between the curves represented in Fig. 1(a) and (b) is noticeable. This could be explained by the fact that the estimation of the amplitudes and the phases directly relies on the estimation of the frequencies and the damping factors.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Dependence of the Variances With Respect to the PACE Parameters
This section illustrates the variations of the estimators variances with respect to the parameters of the PACE model. Note that propositions 5, 6 and corollaries 7, 8 show a rather simple dependency on the amplitudes and the variance . Therefore, we focus here on the dependency on the frequency gap between two components (Section V-A-1), the damping factor (Section V-A-2), the spectral flatness of the noise (Section V-A-3), and the order of a pole (Section V-A-4). For these simulations, the same synthetic signals as those introduced in [12] are used. In the figures, the solid lines represent the theoretical variance of the frequency estimators or that of the damping factor estimators, which are equivalent according to (17) . In the same way, the dashed lines represent the theoretical relative variance of the amplitude estimators, which is equal to that of the phase estimators, according to (20) .
1) Variation of the Variances With Respect to Frequency Gaps:
We consider a signal of length , composed 13 The expressions of the asymptotic CRB of the PACE model were also presented in Proposition III. of two undamped components of same order , in white noise ( and ). These components have zero phases, and same amplitudes, such that . Fig. 2 
(a) and (b) shows the variations of the variances of the estimators obtained with
, with respect to the frequency gap ( was set to 0). The diamonds represent the empirical variance, obtained by averaging 100 runs of the ESPRIT algorithm. They match the theoretical variance, which confirms the validity of our perturbation analysis for this SNR. The variation rate of the variances is similar to that of the CRB [12] : it is broken at , which corresponds to the resolution limit of Fourier analysis. At this limit point, the relative variance of the amplitude estimate is still lower than 60 dB, which shows the good resolution of the ESPRIT algorithm. The efficiencies of both estimators are represented in Fig. 2(c) . It can be noticed that they remain close to 1, even when the frequency gap tends to zero.
2) Variation of the Variances With Respect to the Damping Factor:
We consider a signal of length , composed of one component of order , in white noise ( and ). This component has zero frequency and phase, and an amplitude such that . Fig. 3 (a) and (b) shows the variations of the variances of the estimators obtained with , with respect to the damping factor . The diamonds represent the empirical variance, obtained by averaging 500 runs of the ESPRIT algorithm. They no longer exactly match the theoretical variance for negative values of delta, which shows the validity limit of our perturbation analysis with respect to the high SNR hypothesis. Again, these variations are very similar to those of the CRB illustrated in [12] . The efficiencies of both estimators are represented in Fig. 3(c) . They remain close to 1 whatever the value of the damping factor is.
3) Variation of the Variances With Respect to the Spectral Flatness of the Noise:
We consider a signal of length , with respect to the spectral flatness of the noise. As expected, Fig. 4(c) shows that the efficiency degrades when the spectral flatness decreases (note that the ESPRIT algorithm explicitly relies on the white noise assumption). In other respects, Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows that the variances admit a maximum when . At this point, the theoretical and the empirical variances (obtained by averaging 1000 runs) no longer match in Fig. 4(b) , which shows the validity limit of our perturbation analysis for this SNR. In the range , the variances decrease when the spectral flatness increases, as expected. In the range , we observe the inverse phenomenon. Indeed, as mentioned in [12] , the power spectral density of the noise becomes a sharp peak when SF becomes low, and converges to a spectral line when . Therefore, the problem of estimating the single undamped component in colored noise becomes close to the problem of estimating two undamped components without noise. However, contrary to what is observed in [12] in the case of the CRB, we note that the variances are stationary in the interval . This is because the ESPRIT algorithm is applied with an "erroneous" model order ( instead of 2). 14 
4) Variation of the Variances With Respect to the Pole Order:
We consider a signal of length , composed of one undamped component of order , in white noise ( and ) . This component has zero phases, and amplitudes such that , and , . The corresponding pole is . Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the variations of the variances of the estimators obtained with , with respect to the pole order . They confirm the results obtained for the CRB [12] : estimating multiple poles is all the more difficult as their order is high. Actually this estimation is no longer possible in this case if . Besides, the empirical variance (obtained by averaging 100 runs) and the theoretical variance no longer exactly match for , which shows the validity limit of our perturbation analysis for this SNR (we observed that they match again if the SNR becomes greater than 80 dB). In other respects, Fig. 5(c) shows that the efficiency rapidly degrades when increases. We may infer that the arithmetic mean of the scattered eigenvalues is not a sufficiently reliable estimator for a pole of high multiplicity. Some ideas to improve this estimator are suggested in [34] .
B. Application to ARMA Filter Synthesis
As shown in Section V-A-4, estimating multiple poles is a difficult task. In order to illustrate the practical capabilities of the generalized ESPRIT algorithm in presence of multiple poles, we propose below an application to ARMA filter synthesis, in the context of system conversion from continuous time to discrete time. can be chosen such that . In this case, if the denominator is never zero, the 1-periodic function is continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable, which proves that , thus the discrete filter is stable. The impulse response can then be obtained by numerically computing the inverse discrete time Fourier transform of . However, this impulse response is generally infinite, and we aim at approximating it by an AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA) filter . It is well known that the general rational transfer function of a stable ARMA filter can be decomposed in the form (25) where for all is a pole of multiplicity (here we assume ). This transfer function corresponds to the impulse response for all , and for all . Thus both the causal and anticausal parts of satisfy a PACE model. 15 Following this remark, we can find an ARMA filter which approximates the discrete filter by applying the generalized ESPRIT algorithm to the impulse response on two appropriately chosen finite intervals.
2) Example: The ARMA filter synthesis method could be successfully used for designing differentiator or integrator filters. Here it is applied to the continuous time system (26) with parameters and 16 . The impulse and the frequency response of the corresponding discrete filter are represented in Fig. 6 . Equation (26) shows that the continuous time filter contains a triple pole at . When synthesizing the corresponding ARMA filter, we thus expect to find a triple pole at . Fig. 7 represents the estimated poles of the causal part of in the complex plane, obtained by applying the ESPRIT algorithm with , , and 17 . As expected, we observe a triple pole in the neighborhood of (which is scattered into three single eigenvalues forming the vertices of an equilateral triangle). We also observe a double pole in the neighborhood of 0, which corresponds to the polynomial part of the transfer function in (25) . Finally, we obtained an ARMA filter with 26 poles and 27 zeros. The approximation error for the impulse response was In this paper, the performance of the generalized ESPRIT algorithm for estimating the parameters of the PACE model, also called quasi-polynomial model, was investigated in the context of high SNRs. This paper was based on the analysis of the first-order perturbations induced by an additive noise. In particular, it was shown that the perturbation of the estimated poles is not sensitive to the particular choice of the orthonormal subspace weighting matrix. In other respects, the presence of noise scatters multiple poles into several single eigenvalues, forming the vertices of a regular polygon. However, it was proved that the estimation of multiple poles can be improved by calculating the arithmetic mean of the scattered eigenvalues.
Then it was shown that the estimators of all the parameters obtained in this way are unbiased, and their variances were calculated and compared to the CRB. By supposing that the noise is white, that all poles are on the unit circle, and that the SNR, and , it was shown that the efficiency of single poles estimators is close to 1. More precisely, the asymptotic efficiency of the estimators of all damping factors and frequencies is the same one, independent from the model parameters, and equal to if or . In other respects, the asymptotic efficiency of the estimators of all the real-valued amplitudes and phases is the same one, independent from the model parameters, and equal to if or . However, our simulation results showed that the variances of the estimators associated to a multiple pole present an exponential increase with the order of the pole. Thus the practical estimation of the PACE model parameters is only possible if the exponentials are modulated by polynomials of low order. Nevertheless, some recent advances in linear algebra computations, such as the techniques proposed in [34] , offer interesting outlooks for improving the estimation of multiple poles. 
APPENDIX
The following developments lead to propositions 3 and 4 presented in Section III. The exhaustive proofs of these results are presented in a supporting document [39] .
A. Perturbation of the Frequencies and Damping Factors
We successively derive the following first-order expansions:
• , where the expression of is a linear function of (proposition 9); • , where the expression of is a linear function of (proposition 10); • , where the expression of is a linear function of (proposition 12);
• where the expressions of and are functions of (corollary 3). Finally, successive substitutions lead to the expressions of and as functions of the additive perturbation .
1) Perturbation of the Signal Subspace:
Here we analyze the influence of a perturbation of the data onto the signal subspace. For all , let be the projector onto the -dimensional dominant subspace of the positive semidefinite matrix . If is orthonormal, . Then the perturbation theory shows that the function is in a neighborhood of . In the literature, the asymptotic performance analysis of some subspace-based algorithms was performed by investigating the perturbation of this projector at the first order [36] . However, we are interested here in the perturbation of the subspace weighting matrix , which is analyzed in the following proposition.
Proposition 9 (Perturbation of the Signal Subspace): There exists an infinity 18 of functions defined in a neighborhood of and with values in the group of complex orthonormal matrices , which span the -dimensional dominant subspace of (i.e. such that and 18 All these functions are obtained by right-multiplying any of them by a C function, with values in the group of complex orthonormal matrices , and reaching the value I I I at " = 0.
). Each function admits a first-order expansion (27) The first-order perturbation can be decomposed as (28) where the matrix is antihermitian and the matrix is orthogonal to (29) The proof of proposition 9 relies on the implicit definition of as the unique minimum point of a cost function . Equations (27) to (29) are thus derived by zeroing the first derivative of .
Proof of proposition 9: It can be verified that the function satisfies all the properties mentioned in proposition 9. It is also clear that any function of the form , where is a function, whose values belong to the group of orthonormal matrices , and which reaches the value at , also satisfies these properties. Lastly, if is an other function satisfying all these properties, then . Therefore, , where is a function, whose values belong to the group of orthonormal matrices since and are two orthonormal bases of the same subspace, and which reach the value at . Then note that according to [37] , any orthonormal matrix spanning the principal subspace of the matrix minimizes the function Consequently, the gradient is zero at . However, it can be verified 19 that Let be the first-order expansion of the function . Then (30) where (31) 19 To compute r r rJ (U U U), the following derivation rule has to be applied: if M M M is a constant n 2r matrix, r r rtrace(
is a constant n 2 n hermitian matrix, r r rtrace(U U U CU CU CU) = 2CU CU CU.
and (32)
However, the first-order expansion of the orthonormality condition shows that , which means that the matrix is antihermitian. Thus . Since , (30) to (32) yield Finally, by noting that , (27) to (29) can be derived.
2) Perturbation of the Spectral Matrix: The following proposition complements the result of proposition 9 by showing how the spectral matrix is perturbed.
Proposition 10 (Perturbation of the Spectral Matrix): Suppose that the matrix is full-rank. Then in the neighborhood of , is also full-rank. Moreover, the function (33) is , and admits the first-order expansion
The first-order perturbation can be written in the form (35) where the matrix is defined as (36) Equations (34) to (36) are obtained by substituting (27) to (29) into the first-order expansion of (33) which defines . In the following step, the estimated poles are defined as the eigenvalues of the perturbed spectral matrix . In order to compute their first-order expansion, we first need to introduce the matrix , which is similar to ; thus the estimated poles can also be viewed as the eigenvalues of . Note, however, that is generally no longer a Jordan matrix when . The following corollary provides the firstorder expansion of this matrix. Let us define the vectors and of same dimension as the conjugate transpose of the first and last row of the matrix , respectively, and consider the positive definite matrix . Corollary 11: Let . The function is in a neighborhood of , and admits the expansion (37) where the first-order perturbation can be written in the following form (where ):
Moreover, the matrix has rank 2 (39) where the Pascal-Vandermonde matrix and the block-diagonal matrix were introduced in Proposition 1, the -dimensional vectors and are defined as and the -dimensional vectors and are defined as Corollary 11 is derived from proposition 10 by means of the basis change (7).
3) Perturbation of the Poles: Finally, we focus in this section on the perturbation of the poles. Theoretically, they are obtained by computing the Jordan form of the spectral matrix . In practice, contrary to , the perturbed spectral matrix does not have multiple eigenvalues: multiple poles are scattered into several single eigenvalues.
More precisely, it was shown in [2] that if : • the first-order perturbation of the pole is homogeneous and isotropic, so that the perturbed eigenvalues form the vertices of a regular polynomial of order in the complex plan; • the perturbation of the scattered eigenvalues is of order , which suggests that multiple poles are more sensitive to perturbations than single poles. In fact it is possible to overcome this problem by no longer considering the eigenvalues as distinct estimators of the same pole , but rather by forming a single estimator of this pole by averaging the . The following proposition shows that the arithmetic mean of the scattered eigenvalues admits a series expansion.
Proposition 12 (Perturbation of the Poles): Let . Then the function is and admits the first-order expansion
where is the complex number
Here, is the sub-block of dimension extracted from the matrix , which is associated to . 20 The complex number can also be written in the form (42) 20 This corresponds to the rows and columns of indices
The -dimensional vectors and are defined 21 as (43) where and are the -dimensional vectors whose coefficients are equal to those of and inside the sub-block, 22 and zero outside this sub-block.
Equation (42) is derived by substituting (39) into (41). It can be noticed that the antihermitian matrix , introduced in proposition 9, is no longer involved in proposition 12. We can conclude that the performance of the generalized ESPRIT algorithm is not sensitive to the particular choice of the orthonormal basis (at the first order). Since the matrix is Hankel and contains the samples of the PACE signal, the right member of (42) contains linear combinations of for . Therefore, (42) can also be written as a scalar product (44) where for all , the coefficient of index in is 23 (45) Equation (45) involves two convolution products, which are due to the Hankel matrix/vector products in (42).
Finally, proposition 3 in Section III shows how the perturbation of the poles affects the frequencies and damping factors.
B. Perturbation of the Amplitudes and Phases
• , where the expression of is a linear function of the 's (lemma 13); • , where the expression of is a linear function of (proposition 14);
• where the expressions of and are functions of (corollary 4). 
is a matrix whose diagonal blocks (49) have dimension . Lemma 13 is proved by substituting the first-order expansion of the poles (40) into the expression of the Pascal-Vandermonde matrix, and by extracting the terms of order 1.
2) Perturbation of the Amplitudes and Phases:
The perturbation of the complex-valued amplitudes can be derived from lemma 13. Let 
involves the matrices , of rank 1 (54) Equations (51) -(54) are obtained by substituting (46) to (49) into the first-order expansion of (50).
Finally, proposition 4 in Section III shows how the perturbation of the complex-valued amplitudes influences the realvalued amplitudes and phases. The vector is the column of associated to the pole at index , i.e., the column of index . The derivation of (14) from (52) is straightforward.
